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 I had an autograph party for my new book “The Mother of All Jazz Waters: 

Lake Pontchartrain” at the Kumquat book shop in Covington. 
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This anthology “Jazz in Print” is the culmination of 20 some years of research done for 

other books but kept in a file for later use. After this file proceeded to enlarge with each 

passing year I found myself with a wealth of material that, if collected in an anthology 

would be useful for other jazz researchers. It would save them months of research. I 

submitted it to 2 publishers and Pendragon Press responded quickly and I signed a 

contract with them. Below are some of the reviews in which I am very proud. The book 

received ‘5’ stars which is the most one book can be given. 
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Review in the “Jazz Book Review” 

 
 

Other reviews on Amazon and Barnes & Noble: 
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In Jazz Gazette - by Marcel Joly – 2002 – 54 lbs in English currency 

 

 Jazz in Print is a first rate reference on early jazz. It is a book that should be in 

every Public Library – Karl Koenig has done a splendid job of putting this reference 

work together. Please don’t let the price of this book prevent you from reading any 

further. I agree this is an expensive book, but I can assure you that you might find it is 

worth every dollar or pound you pay for it. With its 1.9 kg-weight and its 594  A4 sized 

pages, it’s a monumental anthology of articles about jazz and pre-jazz forms like 

Ragtime, minstrel music, Negro-spirituals, blues, etc. published originally in 

contemporary magazines and newspapers. 

 First I should tell you something about the man responsible for this massive book. 

Dr. Karl Koenig is the author of many books about early jazz (mostly New Orleans), 

published by himself. You can contact him by email about his earlier books at 

Drkjazz@Yahoo.com, and I can assure you it will be worth the effort. Karl also wrote 

fascinating articles for jazz magazines like “The Second Line,” the magazine of the New 

Orleans Jazz Club. He is also a musician himself. He plays piano and leads the Lake 

Arrowhead Early Jazz Band. There is an excellent CD by the band on Stomp Off 1365, 

which has been reviewed in these pages. If all this wasn’t enough, this jazz historian is 

also a composer, lecturer and radio and TV personality. I had the pleasure of meeting him 

a couple of times in New Orleans, so I can tell you he’s also a very nice guy.  

 Secondly I will try to explain what this book is NOT. It’s not a collection of news 

snippets about which bands were appearing at which clubs in the big American cities as 

published in the mainly black newspapers like the Chicago Defender. I remember the 

famous jazz collector John Steiner published THAT kind of book, which I remember 

seeing in Bill Russell’s house, and then foolishly forgot all about it. Now that John is 

gone, I wonder what happened to this priceless material. If someone who is reading this 

happens to know more about it, please contact me. No, the kind of articles Karl Koenig 

collected from entirely Anglophone sources, mainly American, are about ragtime, 

minstrel music and early jazz as musical phenomena. 

 In his long and erudite preface Karl guides us through a chronological series of 

articles spread over 74 years. The first article describes a slave funeral with a preacher 

singing a hymn. In the same year (1856) an anonymous writer starts his article in 

Dwight’s Journal with “The  only musical population of this country are the Negroes of 

the South.” Later on he says, “Compared with our taciturn race, the African nature is full 

of poetry and song.” And, “Inferior to the white race in reason and intellect, they have 

more imagination, more lively feeling and a more expressive manner.” The paternalistic 

and condescending tone of this article is not untypical for a lot of the writings in this 

collection. 

 In the year 1869, in The Nation, we find an 8 page long account of the activities 

and social atmosphere of a traveling minstrel show, written by a black minstrel 

performer, In 1899, in the Shreveport. La. newspaper Sunday Judge, we find the words 

“Ragtime” and “syncopation.” The origin of ragtime, according to this writer, goes back 

to an imitation of Spanish music from Mexico (Habanera). Through the years a lot of 

articles about the origins of ragtime appeared, some dating them back to the great 

classical composers, one even to 1330 A.D. In “War on Ragtime,” an anonymous writer 
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says: “The ragtime craze has lowered the standard of American music as compared with 

other countries.” 

 IN “Gordon Colored Minstrels Coming,” in the Napoleon Pioneer Professor John 

Robichaux (of New Orleans) is mentioned as the musical director of the Gordon’s 

Symphony Orchestra, the band with this traveling minstrel show. 

In the May 1915 edition of the Chicago Defender a Cary B. Lewis writes a long article 

about the black composer and bandleader William Marion Cook, the same young Sidney 

Bechet went to Europe with. 

  In a 1919 edition of Literary Digest we find a description of Stale Bread 

(Lacoume) spasm band playing music that originated in the Tango Belt cabarets of New 

Orleans (north side of the French Quarter) and also of (Tom) Brown’s Orchestra with 

Raymond Lopez (crt), Tom Brown (trb) and Gus Mueller (clt). Also mentioned is the 

arrival of the Original Dixieland Jazz Band from New Orleans in  Chicago. 

In the same paper in the same year, James Reese Europe, the famous black 

bandleader, relates the word “jazz” to a new Orleans group named “Razz’s Band.” He 

also explains that “jazzing” music is a racial musical characteristic. He tells about 

European musicians who didn’t believe the sounds the black players were producing 

could be obtained from “normal” instruments. 

By 1921many articles appeared “explaining” jazz and defending it, others were 

condemning  and banning it. Others resented it for only the people for whose spiritual and 

mental caliber it is the legitimate expression (race music!). 

By 1923 famous classical composers like Debussy, Milhaud, Stravinsky and 

Ravel embraced aspects of jazz in their own music. Also in 1923 we find an article on 

Clarence Williams, probably because he was mostly known as a composer and a music 

publisher. Another composer who is mentioned several times is W. C. Handy. In Vanity 

Fair of August 1925 Carl van Vechten talks about the “black blues” and indicates the 

origin of several of Handy’s compositions. In the same magazine of March 1927 the 

same author writes about George Gershwin: “negro-spirituals, Broadway and jazz are 

Gershwin’s musical godparents. 

In the July 1928 of Life and Letters an unidentified author points to the 

importance of the Jewish element in jazz because he says, nine-tenths of the jazz tunes 

are written by Jews, hence the curiously sagging quality so typical of Jewish art. I’ve 

tried to give you an impression of the kinds of articles you will find in this book.samples 

were more or less taken at random. There is another remarkable fact I want to mention. 

When you browse through the index you will find surprisingly few names of what we 

consider today as famous jazz personalities of the early period. You will look in vain for 

the Dodds brothers, Kid Ory, Earl Hines or Sidney Bechet. Even Louis Armstrong isn’t 

mentioned once! It seems that to the American writers jazz was mainly represented by 

people like Paul Whiteman, Vincent Lopez, George Gershwin and Frede Grofe. In 

several articles about the Whiteman Band, Bix and Tram are not even mentioned! The 

Afro-American origins of jazz are often spoken about, but a lot of times in a negative 

way. At their best, some writers acknowledge the rhythmic qualities of the black 

musicians, but most of the time, they hasten to add that melodically-harmonically it 

doesn’t amount to much. Going from ragtime to jazz is going from bad to worse for them 

– most of them hope it will be soon and see already signs of decline! With maybe a few 

exceptions, what was totally missing was a real understanding of the true nature of the 
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new music. One wonders why a lot of recognized jazz masterpieces and their creators 

were not subject of an article. After all in the last part of the covered period records by 

Louis’ Hot Five and Hot Seven, Jelly’s Red Hot Peppers, Clarence Williams Blue Five, 

King Oliver’s Creole Jazz Band and the New Orleans Rhythm Kings had already 

appeared. 

We all know – or SHOULD know – that the first serious full-length book on jazz 

was written by the Belgium lawyer/pot/novelist Robert Goffin. It was called “Aux 

Frontieres du jazz.” (at the Frontiers of Jazz) and it was published as early as 1932, only 

3 years after the last article compiled by Karl Koenig were written. Recently, after a 

search of many years, I managed to acquire a copy of this book. Browsing through it, it is 

obvious that the American attitude about their own music was completely different to the 

way Europeans looked at it. Although Goffin’s book was full of mistakes, especially in 

the arthography of the names, it shows already a real understanding of the true nature of 

the new music. Goffin LOVED jazz and already had a very clear idea about the 

importance of the black musicians in its development, although the balance of black 

versus white input is still not completely right. We have to consider the fact that Goffin 

had not visited the U. S. yet at the time he wrote his first book. He did so in 1939 and one 

year later he fled the Nazi occupation of Belgium and lived in America until 1945 where 

he helped to organize the Esquire Jazz concerts. In his second book “La Nouvelle du 

Jazz” (1944) he made a lot of corrections to his first book. In “La Nouvelle Orleans, 

capitale du” he used original interview material with New Orleans pioneers. 

What I am trying to say is that someone, this side of the Ocean, should put 

together a compilation of European writings about jazz, covering the same period as 

Karl’s book. I am sure that we would get a completely different picture. It’s hard to 

understand why the American intelligentsia failed so long to see the importance of the 

new music created in their own country. Maybe an explanation – or part of it – can be 

found in Karl Koenig’s preface! “In compiling this volume, it has been the editor’s wish 

and mandate to present an accurate, authentic, historical anthology. It is hoped that the 

readers will not be offended by the reproduction of historical material that reflects the 

shortcomings of a less enlightened era, but will view it in historical perspective, for the 

anthology is meant to enhance and enrich the life of scholars and students throughout the 

English speaking world.” 

Indeed in the period covered a great deal of racial prejudice and bigotry existed 

and often the condescending attitudes toward black people are reflected in many articles. 

It’s a credit to Karl Koenig’s honesty that he has not tried to make the picture look better 

than  it was. 

It should be clear that this book is a treasure for everyone with a deep interest in 

early jazz and the musical forms that preceded it. Its’socio-historical importance cannot 

be overrated. 
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An interesting exchange was found on a blog about an article not in the anthology 
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The Cakewalk CD 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There is a pleasant mix of standards and rarities and the 

best cakewalk composers of the day, such as Abe Holzmann, 

Arthur Pryor, Kerry Mills and J. Bodewald Lampe, are all 

represented. While it is reassuring to hear the familiar tunes, I 

was quite taken with several of the forgotten ones, such as Cotton 
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Pickers Rag and Cakewalk, A Warm Reception, Shuffling Jasper, 

Southern Hospitality and the Darkies Drill 

To quote Koenig, “The most popular purveyor of American 

popular music during the evolution of jazz was the military or 

concert band…” This music apparently is a bottom rung on the 

evolutionary ladder, for 17 of the 23 selections were published 

before 1900 and everything is played from ensemble scores. It is, 

however, a re-creation of a period military band and there is just 

enough lack of extreme precision here so that we know it is a 

hometown band and not the ghost of J. Philip Sousa holding the 

baton. 

This is a historically significant recording, the likes of which 

is found nowhere else in the ragtime catalog, and kudos go to 

Stomp Off’s Bob Erdos for producing it. At the risk of some 

monotony, Karl Koenig has assembled a slice of Americana that 

has largely been overlooked in other musical arenas and the Lake  

Arrowhead Early Jazz Band performs these Cakewalks with 

verve and charm. 

It is a grim reminder of the prejudice that existed then, for 

a quick glace through the play list reveals a number of titles that 

would be offensive to today’s African Americans. In 1913 Scott 

Joplin said, “I have often sat in theaters and listened to beautiful 

ragtime melodies set to almost vulgar words…and I wondered 

why some composers will continue to make the public hate the 

ragtime melodies because the melodies are set to such bad words.” 

There is an abundance of good music here, but I fear the public 

will continue to ignore much of it because of some racist titles. It 

was a period in our social history that we cannot erase and I hope 

it will not deter anyone from purchasing this CD and enjoying 

these wonderful Cakewalks. 

 

There is a review written by a man named Eddie Cook in August of 2001 

for the ‘Jazz Journal’ who seems to want to give his knowledge and says 

little about the CD. He seems to think that the name of the band is more 

important then any style of music the band is capable of playing. The CD 

is cakewalk not the band: 

 

This music described as by an ‘early jazz band’ is stretching the 

definition a bit far. In some ways it is even pre-ragtime, but nonetheless 

interesting and entertaining for all that. Cakewalks, marches and two-
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steps are general descriptions for music of this type and early published 

music often quoted all these descriptions to identify it. The notes say 

‘the ancestor of the cakewalk were was? The early jigs and reels of the 

negro’s. I don’t believe this is a racist description, just an endeavor to 

quote the precise origins of tis type of music. There is no doubt that 

minstrel bands and so-called ragtime bands were much in evidence on 

late Victorian and early Edwardian times and represented popular 

entertainment in British music halls. I assume the same applied to 

American burlesque houses. Unless you are a fanatic for certain jazz 

styles particularly ultra modern then you could find this an interesting 

piece of listening, and if  you’re a ragtime or early New Orleans 

enthusiast you’ll recognize several of the tunes. It is well played without 

being too stilted as some of these recreations seem to be and playing 

time is generous. 

 

Ted Tjaden wrote: 

 “I can also highly recommend the following CD by the Lake 

Arrowhead Early Jazz Band which contains 23 cakewalks played in the 

style of a small orchestra or military band.” 

 

The Cd got ‘air time’ on radio station KBRD AM (680) in Lacey. 

Washington at 6:00 PM, p[laying the cut “Georgia Campmeeting.  

 

Below are the two panels I designed for the New Orleans Jazz Museum. 

You can see them at the Museum which is in the ‘Mint’ at the bottom of 

Esplanade Street on the edge of the French Quarter. 
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Picture at AJEA conference. 
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To publicize my book “Sonic Boom” I was the guest on the morning show on New 

Orleans TV. 

 

 
 

 


